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Abstract 
The rise of fake news on social media has had a detrimental effect on society. 
Numerous performance evaluations on classifiers that can detect fake news 
have previously been undertaken by researchers in this area. To assess their 
performance, we used 14 different classifiers in this study. Secondly, we 
looked at how soft voting and hard voting classifiers performed in a mixture 
of distinct individual classifiers. Finally, heuristics are used to create 9 models 
of stacking classifiers. The F1 score, prediction, recall, and accuracy have all 
been used to assess performance. Models 6 and 7 achieved the best accuracy 
of 96.13 while having a larger computational complexity. For benchmarking 
purposes, other individual classifiers are also tested. 
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1. Introduction 

In the present era, the internet is considered the prime source of information 
where anyone can share their knowledge. This sharing shall not always bring us 
blessings due to the abundance of fake news on the internet. The rise of fake 
news on social media has had a negative impact on society. 

Therefore, numerous studies based on supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning approaches have been offered to address the issue of recognizing fake 
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news or anonymous information. Those strategies were designed to classify in-
ternet news and social media articles. It provides a framework for identifying 
fake and true news, assessing its F1 score, precision, recall, and accuracy to con-
firm its legitimacy.  

Previous research has focused on developing models using supervised ma-
chine learning (ML) or a combination of NLP techniques, and suggesting out-
comes based on the accuracy of the highest performing individual classifiers, as 
stated below. Previous exercises were performed with a limited number of clas-
sifiers, whereas our proposed paper demonstrates not only the performance 
evaluation of the highest number of classifiers (14 classifiers) but also a diverse 
evaluation has been demonstrated with the accumulation of voting and stacking 
classifiers, making our work truly unique and resilient.  

Several previous studies of this nature have been conducted, and scholars have 
contributed considerable knowledge to the field. A handful of them is told in the 
following paragraphs. Khanam et al. [1] propose a method for creating a model 
that can assess an article’s inventiveness based on its words, phrases, sources, 
and titles. On a manually classified dataset, they employed supervised machine 
learning methods. They propose using sci-kit-learn tools for feature extraction 
and choosing the best-fit features to get the highest precision, with feature selec-
tion methods based on confusion matrix results. The main goal of this research, 
according to Smitha et al. [2], is to develop a model that can accurately classify 
news as false or real by combining three methods of NLP text vectorization 
named count vector, TF-IDF, and word embedding and applying them to dif-
ferent ML classifiers, and to offer a model for detecting fake news. The SVM Li-
near classification algorithm with TF-IDF feature extraction yields the highest 
accuracy of 94%. Though Neural Networks have similar accuracy, SVM is given 
higher priority than Neural Networks due to its complexity and longtime con-
sumption. Sentimental Analysis using Deep Learning could be introduced as a 
future improvement area, with datasets being built from many sources with a big 
number of articles. Vasu Agarwal et al. [3] chose SVM and logistic regression 
above five other classifiers: Nave Bayes, Logistic Regression, Linear SVM, Sto-
chastic Gradient, and Random Forest. GridSearchCV techniques were used to 
tune the parameters for fake news classification on these candidates, with SVM 
scoring 61% and logistic regression scoring 52%. The key constraint of this study 
is the erratic nature of the data, as the projected model can also be anomalies. To 
ensure deep feature extraction and fine-tuned categorization, future enhance-
ment areas could include POS tagging, word2vec, and topic modeling. Uma 
Sharma et al. [4] use binary classifiers in AI, NLP, and machine learning. They 
divided the explanation into three parts: static, dynamic, and URL search. The 
static section deals with the ML classifier, while the dynamic part accepts the us-
er’s keyword or text and checks the authenticity of the URL input. At the Work 
Level and Ngram-Level, this model was developed using Vector Feature-Count 
Vector and TF-IDF vectors. The K-fold cross-validation technique was used to 
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improve the model’s effectiveness. The best model is logistic regression, which 
has a 65% accuracy. On top of that, grid search parameter optimization is ap-
plied, which improves the accuracy to 75%. Knut Hinkelmann et al. [5] investi-
gated the lack of an efficient approach to distinguish bogus and true information 
due to the lack of corpora, using two publicly available datasets from the Kaggle 
dataset [6]. Here, passive-aggressive, Nave Bayes, and SVM ML classifiers were 
used. RapidMiner, a strong machine learning tool, was employed for data explo-
ration and extraction. The study’s findings suggested a Passive-Aggressive clas-
sifier with 93% accuracy, although Naive Bayes (83%) and SVM (84%) are much 
behind passive-aggressive. Bichitrananda Behera et al. [7] established an auto-
mated Biomedical Text Classification Process that covers the performance eval-
uation of all renowned classifiers on one platform. To improve the model’s ac-
curacy, a multidisciplinary medical data classification technique called super-
vised learning was used with three publicly available data sets. The purpose of 
this paper’s future work is to increase the adaptability of deep learning-based 
models for integrating enormous datasets and make them an inevitable option 
for future study. Dr. S. Rama Krishna et al. [8] examined various research ar-
ticles and discovered that the best methods for data pre-processing are Word 
Embedding, Tokenization, and Parts of Speech Tagging, and the best methods 
for feature extraction are TF-IDF and Count Vectorizer. The process of extract-
ing a segment of important characteristics from data to improve classification 
performance is known as feature extraction. The efficiency of altered free text is 
tested using logistic regression and random forest classifier with 3-fold stratified 
cross-validation, as identified by Resham N. Waykole et al. [9]. They draw atten-
tion to evaluate the efficiency of the converted free text, we utilized logistic re-
gression and a random forest classifier with 3-fold layered cross-validation. To 
generate more accurate findings, Dharmaraj R. Patil [10] employed generally 
used machine learning classifiers and constructed a multi-model false news de-
tection system utilizing the majority voting technique. The findings of the evalu-
ation demonstrate that the majority voting technique produced more accurate 
outcomes than the individual learning strategy. To assess the models’ perfor-
mance, Tao Jiang et al. [11] used five ML and three DL models. On the ISOT 
and KDnugget datasets, the suggested new stacking model obtained testing ac-
curacy of 99.94% and 96.05%, respectively. Furthermore, when compared to 
baseline approaches, the proposed strategy outperforms others.  

We propose to introduce a platform based on the background study men-
tioned above, where fourteen different classifiers will be utilized to train a data-
set to distinguish fake or authentic news. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 
score will all be used to evaluate performance in this model. We use the TF-IDF 
vectorizer as a feature extraction method to improve the accuracy of this classi-
fication model. In addition, we evaluated the performance of a variety of clas-
sifiers using individual analogies, computing with a different voting technique, 
and stacking distinct classifiers. 
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2. Methodology 

Our fake news prediction model is illustrated in Figure 1. To begin, 14 distinct 
classifiers are separately trained and tested for accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 
score. To evaluate the accuracy on soft and hard voting processes, selective clas-
sifiers are clustered to participate in the voting mechanism. Onwards, stacking 
classifiers are formed by mixing different classifiers using a heuristics technique, 
and the proposed model shows the expected significant accuracy gain. The data-
set for this analogy was obtained from Kaggle and consisted of around 8000 
news items. The datasets are then preprocessed in various ways, including Data 
Cleaning, Remove Punctuation, Tokenization, Remove Stopwords and Stem-
ming and Lemmatization. To locate the necessary characteristics, feature extrac-
tion attribute is carried out. To execute the evaluation, the dataset was separated 
into two parts: training (80%) and testing (20%). We used the training dataset 
with 14 distinct classifiers to develop the classification model, and then that 
trained model was used to evaluate the performance with testing datasets using 
specific performance measurement properties such as precision, recall, F1 score, 
and accuracy. 

The paper has the following contributions: 
1) Individual classifier’s performance evaluation  
2) Performance evaluation of classifiers through a voting algorithm (Soft and 

Hard Voting) 
3) Performance evaluation of classifiers through a Stacking algorithm 
Performance evaluation of machine learning algorithms through voting clas-

sifiers is performed with a group classifier consisting of a cluster of four and 
eight members which is selected randomly. Various combinations are assessed 
to evaluate the performance through a stacking algorithm.  

 

 
Figure 1. Fake news prediction model. 
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3. Implementation 
3.1. Data Collection 

The acquisition of a dataset is the initial step in this model. We will utilize the 
dataset for this project named news.csv. The shape of this dataset is 7796 × 4. 
The news is identified in the first column, the title and content are in the second 
and third columns, and the fourth column has labels indicating if the news is 
REAL or FAKE. The dataset occupies 29.2 MB of disk space. Following that, the 
acquired data will be used for testing, training, and for evaluation. As a result, 
our proposal for this project is to build a model to evaluate the performance of 
individual 14 classifiers to identify the efficient one.  

3.2. Data Preprocessing/Data Cleaning 

While working with text documents, text cleaning is a must. Structured, un-
structured, and semi-structured text data are the three types of human-written 
text data. Structured data is well-defined data, whereas unstructured data is data 
that has lost its pattern, and semi-structured data is more structured than un-
structured data. For further development, we need to convert our data set from 
structured to semi-structured format. To clean our dataset, we took several pro-
cedures. The following are some of them: 

1) Remove punctuation 
All special characters, such as (!?., percent), have been removed. As a result, it 

is important to make a list of the punctuations that have been removed. The 
primary goal of removing punctuation from the dataset is to obtain a vector re-
presentation of words. The spacing within a sentence was used to achieve this. 

2) Tokenization 
The process of tokenization is the breakdown of sentences into words. For the 

rest of the process, we’ll require an individual meaningful entity. Every single 
thing is referred to as a token. This token can’t contain any special characters or 
be a whole sentence. 

3) Remove stopwords 
Stopwords are words that have little meaning in the dataset. These words, to-

gether with “or, am, is, and can,” are employed often in the dataset to create 
sentences. In many circumstances, they aren’t beneficial for text analysis, thus 
it’s best to eliminate them from the text. 

4) Stemming and Lemmatization 
Stemming is commonly used to remove the last few letters or characters from 

a word, but it also considers the context. By using a basic rule-based method, it 
can sometimes remove suffices such as ing, ly, s, and so on. However, it fre-
quently has grammatical and typographical problems. Information may be up-
dated to inform, but this does not change the meaning of the information. To 
address this problem, lemmatization has emerged as a rescuer, as it does not al-
ter the sense of the sentences. The morphological examination of the words is 
taken into account during lemmatization, and the words are converted sensibly. 
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3.2.1. Data Extraction 
Our categorization model is based on a text-based dataset. As a result, in order 
to work with this information, textual data must be converted to numeric form. 
However, extracting important information from a vast amount of text data is 
tough. As a result, computational text processing is required to extract informa-
tion [12]. Feature extraction is the process of extracting a list of words from text 
input and converting them into a feature set that can be used by a classifier. It is 
a method of numerically representing textual data. To turn a simple text into 
features, various techniques such as Bag of Words (BOW), TF-IDF, and Word 
embeddings can be utilized. For the data processing in our suggested model, we 
have chosen TF-IDF over BOW. The reason of choosing TF-IDF has been 
shared below.  

3.2.2. Bag of Words (BOW) 
The bag of words approach is the most popular and straightforward of all the 
other feature extraction methods. The bag-of-words model converts the fre-
quency with which each word appears in the text into fixed-length vectors, re-
gardless of how many times a word appears in the document. The number of 
times a word appears or the order in which the words appear is unimportant; all 
that counts is that the phrase appears in a list of terms. To demonstrate BOW, 
let’s look at an example. Consider given two sentences as documents 

1) Feature Extraction is necessary 
2) Feature Extraction is necessary and important 
We choose the unique words of the sentences and make a set of words that is 

used for further work. To perform bag-of-words, we all have to count how many 
times each word appears in each document. 

 
Document No Feature Extraction is Necessary And Important 

01 1 1 1 1 0 0 

02 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Hence, we have the following vectors for each of the documents of fixed 

length -6.  
Document 1: [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0] 
Document 2: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] 
Bag-of-Words Limitations: Using bag-of-words to build vectors for huge 

documents will result in enormous vectors with too many null values, resulting 
in sparse vectors. Because the semantics of distinct document sentences differ, it 
will generate identical vectors. 

TF-IDF Vectorizer: The TF-IDF is a numerical metric for determining the 
importance of a word in a document. Once the textual data has been converted 
to numerical data, it can be used in a machine learning model. The TF-IDF ap-
proach generates a relevant phrase that can be used to comprehend the complete 
context. Rather than reading the complete text, the TF-IDF vectorizer has been 
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enhanced to improve the accuracy of the feature extraction approach [13] [14]. 
Term Frequency (TF), TF means term frequency which means how fre-

quently a term occurred in a document 

( ) number of  times t occurs in documents 'd 'TF t,d
total word count of  document 'd '

=
 

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), The IDF is a metric that determines 
how essential a phrase is. When calculating Term Frequency (TF), all terms are 
given equal weight. However, it is well known that some phrases, such as “is,” 
“of,” and “that,” may appear frequently but have little meaning. 

As a result, we must scale up the rare phrases while weighing down the fre-
quent ones, as seen below.: 

( ) e
Total number of  documentsIDF t log

Number of  documents with term t in it
 =  
   

The inverse document frequency of the word across a set of documents. This 
means, how common or rare a word is in the entire document set.  

( ) ( ) ( )TF-IDF t,d TF t,d IDF t= ×  
Here, d refers to the document and t refers to a term or word we prefer to 

evaluate [28]. The closer it is to 0, the more common a word is. So, if the word is 
very common and appears in many documents, this number will approach 0. 
Otherwise, it will approach 1. Consider a 1000-word manuscript in which the 
word hive appears 50 times. Let’s say there are ten million documents and the 
phrase hive appears in 1000 of them. 

The TF for hive is then (50/1000) = 0.05. 
And IDF is calculated as loge(10,000,000/1000) = 4 
Thus TF-IFD in this case is = (0.05) × 4 = 0.2; which is close to 0. That means 

the word is relevant to this document. 

3.2.3. Feature Reduction 
We use the feature reduction step to reduce the text size and make it competitive 
for the model development. 

3.3. Data Split 

We divide our dataset into two parts, (1) data to train the model—Training data 
set and (2) data for testing the model—Testing data set. Here we used 80% of the 
total data for training purposes and the rest 20% for testing purposes. Using 
sklearn’s “train_test_split ():” method, we have split the dataset. 

3.4. Building Classification Model 

The classification process began with the goal of creating a categorization model. 
We employ a total of 14 distinct classifiers. To train the model, the retrieved 
features from the data processing stage are input into several classifiers such as 
passive-aggressive, regression, linear SVC, stochastic gradient classifier, and 
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random forest classifiers. The classifier gained prediction knowledge about the 
test dataset once it was trained. 

Machine Learning Algorithms 
Classification models of different types have been applied but our goal is to 
identify the most promising classifiers by tuning their parameters. Accuracy can 
be checked by comparing the results through performance metrics. 

1) Passive Aggressive Classifier 
Among all the classifiers that deal with big data or large-scale data, Passive 

Aggressive is the best option. It’s best for real-time or online data like Facebook, 
Twitter, and other social media platforms. It takes the data from the internet and 
processes it step by step. The model is trained using the data collected. The best 
example of passive-aggressive classification is the detection of fake news. There 
are two phases to passive-aggressive work. The algorithm’s initial phase is Pas-
sive, in which it keeps the model and makes no changes if the prediction is right. 
The second phase is aggressive [15]. When the algorithm makes changes to the 
faulty forecast, the result is correct. 

2) Random Forest Classifier 
Random Forest is a supervised machine learning classification algorithm 

made out of a large number of decision trees. Each decision tree is built using 
bagging and feature randomness [16]. The random forest’s outcome is deter-
mined by the decision tree’s forecast. The result will be an averaged or largely 
voted projected result. A random forest method removes the restrictions of a de-
cision tree algorithm. It improves precision while reducing dataset overfitting 
[17].  

3) Stochastic Gradient Descent Classifier 
SGD Classifier’s optimization approach is the use of the Stochastic Gradient 

Descent (SGD) algorithm. SGD is a simple but effective method for training li-
near classifiers with convex loss functions, such as SVM and Logistic Regression. 
SGD facilitates minibatch [18] (online/out-of-core) learning, and zero-mean da-
ta with unit variance is necessary for the optimal result. The cost function is cal-
culated using Stochastic Gradient Descent, abbreviated as SGD, with only one 
observation. Designers proceed onto each observation, computing the cost and 
changing the parameters one by one through this classifier.  

4) Perceptron Classifier 
Perceptron is one of the most basic types of artificial neural networks (ANN). 

This single neuron model may be used to solve two-class classification tasks and 
provides the foundation for much larger networks to be developed. It’s super-
vised binary classifier learning. Based on the layers, Perceptron models are di-
vided into two types (1) Single-layer Perceptron Model & (2) Multi-layer Per-
ceptron model. Single-layer perceptron can learn only linearly separable pat-
terns. Whereas a multi-layer perceptron model has the greater processing power 
and can process linear and non-linear patterns [19]. 

5) Decision Tree Classifier 
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By examining a dataset’s properties, a Decision Tree method has been built to 
predict the dataset’s class. It operates by comparing the root property’s values to 
the values in the real dataset. It repeats the procedure until it reaches the leaf 
node, jumping from one sub-node to the next based on the comparison [20]. 
The primary goal is to develop a training model that can predict the class of tar-
geted variables by learning basic decision rules from training data. The Decision 
Tree method is one of the simplest and widely used classification algorithms be-
cause it closely resembles human decision-making capacity though it may have 
an overfitting problem that a Random Forest can solve [21]. 

6) Ridge Regression Classifier 
Ridge regression is a technique used in data models to eliminate multicolli-

nearity. It presupposes that the input and target variables have a linear relation-
ship. where the number of observations is less than the number of predictor va-
riables Ridge regression is the best option [22]. During training, it is an exten-
sion of linear regression [23].  

7) K-Nearest-Neighbors Classifier 
K-Nearest-Neighbors (K-NN) is a nonparametric algorithm that is simple but 

effective in many situations. The K-NN algorithm preserves all existing data and 
groups new data points together based on their similarity. As new data is gener-
ated, the K-NN algorithm can swiftly classify it into the appropriate category 
[24]. 

8) Adaptive Boosting Classifier 
Adaptive Boosting is a technique for reducing supervised learning’s bias and 

variance. It outperforms all other models because it increases the model’s cor-
rectness, which can be validated by working in sequence. It raises the weights of 
misclassified cases and lowers the weights of correctly classified examples with 
each round [25]. The finest aspect is that the AdaBoost method is distinguished 
from all other boosting algorithms by the weighting approach used after each 
iteration. Random Forest differs from AdaBoost in that it creates a “n” number 
of appropriate trees, each consisting of a start node and multiple leaf nodes, but 
there is no predetermined depth. However, with AdaBoost, the method only 
creates a Stump node, which has two leaves. These stumps are slow learners, as it 
greatly increases classification performance [26]. 

9) Linear SVC (Support Vector Classifier) 
The Linear SVC technique conducts classification using a linear kernel func-

tion and works well with huge dataset. It is designed to fit data and create a “best 
fit” hyperplane in N-dimension space. The extreme decision boundary is re-
ferred to as a hyperplane. The hyperplane is chosen to have the greatest distance 
from the data point of each group, which assists in categorizing the incoming 
input [27]. 

10) Extra Trees Classifier 
By fitting many randomized decision trees (a.k.a. extra-trees) on distinct 

sub-samples of the dataset, this class implements a meta estimator that uses av-
eraging to boost projected accuracy and control over-fitting [28]. To avoid over-
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learning and overfitting, ExtraTreesClassifier, like RandomForest, randomizes 
certain decisions and data subsets [29]. 

11) Gradient Boosting Classifier 
Gradient boosting is a regression and classification machine learning tech-

nique that generates a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak pre-
diction models. This method creates a model step by step and then generalizes it 
by permitting the optimization of any differentiable loss function. Gradient 
boosting is an iterative process that merges weak learners into a single strong 
learner [30]. A new model is fitted for each weak learner to produce a more ac-
curate estimate of the response variable. The new weak learners are maximally 
correlated with the negative gradient of the loss function, associated with the 
whole ensemble [31]. The idea of gradient boosting is that you can combine a 
group of relatively weak prediction models to build a stronger prediction model. 

12) Logistic Regression 
Despite its name, regression model is a supervised learning method which is 

mostly used to solve binary “classification” problems. Regardless of the fact that 
the terms “regression” and “classification” are incompatible, logistic regression 
focuses on the term “logistic,” which refers to the logistic function that performs 
the classification operation in the algorithm. For binary classification applica-
tions, logistic regression is commonly used since it is a simple yet powerful clas-
sification technique [32]. Customer churn, spam email, and website or ad click 
prediction are just a few of the issues that logistic regression can help with. It’s 
even used as a layer activation function in neural networks. 

13) SVC Classifier 
SVC is a nonparametric clustering technique that makes no assumptions 

about the size or structure of the data clusters. It works best for low-dimensional 
data. If data is high-dimensional, then probably need to do some preprocessing, 
such as utilizing principal component analysis [33]. 

14) Bagging Classifier 
Bagging classifiers are ensemble meta-estimators that fit base classifiers to 

random subsets of the original dataset and then average their individual predic-
tions to obtain a final prediction [34]. A meta-estimator that incorporates ran-
domness into the building technique of a black-box estimator (e.g., a decision 
tree) can frequently be used to reduce the variance of a black-box estimator. 

3.5. Evaluation and Performance Module 

After fitting all the classifiers into the system model, we verify the accuracy and 
performance based on some parameters like accuracy, precision, recall, and F-1 
scores, confusion matrix. These are the evaluation matrices based on which our 
performance evaluation exercise has been performed.  

Evaluation Metrics 
When creating a machine learning model, it’s important to remember that we’ll 
need certain metrics to assess the model’s quality. This is used to predict the 
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model’s accuracy for future data. 
Confusion Matrix: The confusion matrix is a matrix for evaluating the classi-

fication model’s performance [35]. The amount of right and incorrect guesses is 
the key to the confusion matrix, which is summarized using count values and 
broken down by class. Although it is simple to comprehend, the parameter em-
ployed is perplexing. The following are the conditions: 

True Positive (TP): When the model classified the actual value and it is True 
True Negative (TN): When the model classified the actual value and it is neg-

ative 
False Positive (FP): When the classifier predicts the news is true but actually 

its false  
False Negative (FN): When the classifier predicts the news is false but actually 

its true 
Precision Metrics: Precision metrics tell us how many of the correctly pre-

dicted cases turned out to be positive. These metrics determine whether the 
model is reliable or not [36]. 

TPPrecision
TP FP

=
+

 

Recall Metrics: Recall metrics shows the number of really positive cases that 
could be predicted correctly using the model [36]. 

Re TPRecall
TP FN

=
+

 

F1 Score: F1 gives us the combined idea about precision and Recall metrics. 
That means when we try to upgrade the value of precision Recall goes down and 
vice-versa [36]. 

score
Precision RecallF1 2
Precision Recall

×
= ×

+
 

Accuracy: Accuracy is the fraction of correct predictions and total predictions 
made by the classifiers [36] 

TP TN
Accuracy

TP TN FP FN
+

=
+ + +

 

4. Results 

The accuracy of all the fourteen classifiers is measured based on the dataset we 
have taken. It has been observed that, among all the classifiers, 5 classifiers’ ac-
curacy is higher than 94%. They are Passive Aggressive Classifier, SGD Classifi-
er, Perceptron Classifier, RidgeClassifier, and LinearSVC Classifier. Uma Shar-
ma et al. [37] used confusion matrices to demonstrate the effectiveness of vari-
ous classifiers for static and dynamic systems. For dynamic systems, Passive Ag-
gressive Classifier’s accuracy was 92.73%, while Logistic Regression Classifiers 
accuracy was 65%, which was higher than Nave Bayes and Random Forest Clas-
sifiers. Our evaluation was based entirely on the Static system, and we evaluated 
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the performance of a total of 14 classifiers, as shown below. Table 1 shows the 
results of various classification methods. 

Now we’ve done some research to see how well a soft and hard voting system 
performs. When four (04) classifiers are combined in a soft voting analogy, the 
overall performance does not improve satisfactorily. A similar comparison has 
been used for the Hard voting algorithm, which results in a stronger assessment 
response than Soft Voting, but the output is still not higher than the individual 
performance of the classifiers themselves. We tried to integrate more classifiers 
to check the performance but combining 4 classifiers yielded no improvement as 
shown in Table 2. There is no substantial gain when adding more 4 classifiers to 
the previous configuration as shown in Table 3. In fact, as compared to the pre-
vious one, the overall accuracy has decreased. 

 
Table 1. Performance comparison of various classification methods. 

SN Classifications Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 Score (%) Accuracy (%) 

1 Extra Trees Classifier 88 96 92 91.47 

2 Gradient Boosting Classifier 92 92 92 91.79 

3 Logistic Regression 94 92 93 93.13 

4 Passive Aggressive Classifier 95 96 96 95.89 

5 SGD Classifier 94 94 94 94.08 

6 Perceptron Classifier 94 94 94 94.23 

7 RidgeClassifier 95 94 95 94.71 

8 LinearSVC Classifier 96 95 95 95.50 

9 Random Forest Classifier 91 95 93 92.65 

10 AdaBoost Classifier 89 87 88 88.31 

11 SVC Classifier 50 100 66 49.80 

12 Bagged Classifier 00 00 00 50.19 

13 Decision Tree Classifier 82 85 83 83.10 

14 KNeighborsClassifier 99 13 23 57.00 

 
Table 2. Performance comparison of voting classifier (combining 4 classifiers). 

SN 
Voting  

Classifier 
Classifications  

Methods 
Individual  

Accuracy (%) 
Accuracy  

(%) 
Precision  

(%) 
Recall  

(%) 
F1 Score 

(%) 

1 

Soft 

Logistic Regression 93.13 

94.24 95 93 94 
2 SGD Classifier 94.08 

3 SVC Classifier 49.80 

4 AdaBoost Classifier 88.31 

1 

Hard 

Logistic Regression 93.13 

93.92 95 93 94 
2 SGD Classifier 94.08 

3 SVC Classifier 49.80 

4 AdaBoost Classifier 88.31 
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Table 3. Performance comparison of voting classifier (Combining 08 Classifiers). 

SN 
Voting  

Classifier 
Classifications  

Methods 
Individual Accuracy  

(%) 
Accuracy  

(%) 
Precision 

(%) 
Recall 
(%) 

F1 Score 
(%) 

1 

Soft 

Logistic Regression 93.13 

91.71 97 86 91 

2 SGD Classifier 94.08 

3 SVC Classifier 49.80 

4 AdaBoost Classifier 88.31 

5 KNeighborsClassifier 57.00 

6 Decision Tree Classifier 83.10 

7 Random forest Classifier 92.65 

8 Bagged Classifier 50.19 

9 

Hard 

Logistic Regression 93.13 

92.74 96 89 93 

10 SGD Classifier 94.08 

11 SVC Classifier 49.80 

12 AdaBoost Classifier 88.31 

13 KNeighborsClassifier 57.00 

14 Decision Tree Classifier 83.10 

15 Random forest Classifier 92.65 

16 Bagged Classifier 50.19 

 
For all the 14 classifiers, identified confusion matrix has been tabulated below 

in Figure 2. In addition to that, confusion metrics for voting classifiers (Soft 
Voting and Hard Voting) with binding 4 classifiers and 8 classifiers are shown 
here. 

Using the voting analogy idea, however, no significant gain in performance 
has been discovered. To compare the performance of different classifiers, we 
used the stacking classification technique. In this comparison, we’ve used a va-
riety of classifier combinations to stack and analyze performance. 

We tested 7 distinct stacks (from Stack 1 to Stack 7), which we call it “model”, 
to see how accurate they are. We utilized “Logistic Regression” as the final esti-
mator classifier in these 7 stacking classifiers. The performance of those models 
is shown in Table 4. Here model 4 (comprising Logistic Regression, Passive Ag-
gressive, LinearSVC, and Random Forest classifiers) and model 5 (comprising 
Passive Aggressive, SGD, Perceptron, Ridge, and LinearSVC classifiers) both 
provide an accuracy score of 95.97 percent, which is a higher than the individual 
accuracies and also higher than the earlier accuracy we saw in voting classifiers.  

Model 6 and model 7, on the other hand, have the highest scores. Logistic Re-
gression, Passive Aggressive, SGD, Ridge, and Random Forest Classifier are in-
cluded in model 6, whereas Logistic Regression, Passive Aggressive, Ridge, Li-
nearSVC, and Random Forest Classifier are included in model 7. The accuracy 
of both models is 96.13%. This is the most extreme of all the changes we’ve seen 
in any analogy so far.  
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Figure 2. Confusion metrics for all the individual classifiers and voting classifier. 

 
Table 4. Performance comparison of stacking classifier with various groups. 

SN 
Final Estimator LR LR LR LR LR LR LR AB BC     

Classifications Methods 
Model  

1 
Model  

2 
Model  

3 
Model  

4 
Model  

5 
Model 

6 
Model 

7 
Model 

8 
Model 

9 
Precision  

(%) 
Recall 
(%) 

F1 Score 
(%) 

Accuracy 
(%) 

1 Extra Trees          88 96 92 91.47 

2 Gradient Boosting          92 92 92 91.79 

3 Logistic Regression (LR)          94 92 93 93.13 

4 Passive Aggressive          95 96 96 95.89 

5 SGD          95 93 94 94.00 

6 Perceptron          94 94 94 94.23 

7 Ridge          95 94 95 94.71 

8 LinearSVC          96 95 95 95.50 

9 Random Forest          91 94 93 92.59 

10 AdaBoost (AB)          89 87 88 88.31 

11 Decision Tree          82 85 83 83.10 

12 SVC Classifier          50 100 66 49.80 

13 Bagged Classifier (BC)          0 0 0 50.19 

14 KNeighborsClassifier          99 13 23 57.00 

15 Model (version 1)          95 96 96 95.65 

16 Model (version 2)          95 96 96 95.73 

17 Model (version 3)          94 94 94 94.08 

18 Model (version 4)          95 97 96 95.97 

19 Model (version 5)          95 97 96 95.97 

20 Model (version 6)          96 97 96 96.13 

21 Model (version 7)          96 97 96 96.13 

22 Model (version 8)          95 96 95 95.42 

23 Model (version 9)          95 95 95 95.34 
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Figure 3. Accuracy comparison curve. 

 

 
Figure 4. F1 Score comparison curve. 
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Figure 5. Precision comparison curve. 

 

 
Figure 6. F1 Score comparison curve. 
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Instead of utilizing Logistic Regression, we tried a new analogy by using Ada-
boost and Bagged Classifier as the final estimator classifier. However, according 
to the examination, the accuracy was 95.42% and 95.34%, respectively. There-
fore, no significant improvement has been found.  

Instead of utilizing Logistic Regression, we have investigated a new analogy by 
using Adaboost and Bagged Classifier as the final estimator classifier. However, 
according to the examination, the accuracy was 95.42% and 95.34%, respectively 
which is lower than the gain identified on model 6 and 7. Among 14 Classifiers 
as SVC Classifier, Bagged Classifier & Kneighbors Classifier gives lower accuracy 
with a value of 49.80%, 50.19% & 57.00% respectively. We have dropped those 
classifiers from the graphical representation. Thus, the accuracy, F1 Score, Preci-
sion and recall curve are shown in Figure 3-6 respectively.  

5. Conclusions 

In this experiment, we assessed the performance of 14 different classifiers and 
determined their accuracy. We attempted to discover the stacks of classifiers 
whose performance stands out above the rest based on our data. The accuracy 
has been listed in Table 4 based on our analytics: Extra Trees, Gradient Boost-
ing, Logistic Regression, Passive Aggressive, SGD, Perceptron, Ridge, Linear 
SVC, Random Forest, AdaBoost, Decision Tree, SVC, Bagged and KNeighbors 
Classifiers. We discovered that Passive Aggressive, SGD, Perceptron, Ridge, and 
LinearSVC provide a higher accuracy rate than the others, with accuracy levels 
exceeding 93%. The accuracy of the Rest 9 classifiers is insignificant. 

Among the top 05 performing classifiers, the Passive-Aggressive Classifier has 
the highest accuracy and an F1 score. It also has the highest F1 score of all 14 
classifiers. We analyzed the performance of a 04 classifiers stack (Logistic Re-
gression, SGD, SVC & AdaBoost Classifier) using soft and hard voting classifiers 
and found the aggregated accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of the soft 
voting classifier is higher than the value obtained from hard voting classifiers. 
However, if a larger number of classifiers are stacked for voting classifiers’ per-
formance evaluation, the scenario changes. Stacking classifiers showed signifi-
cantly improved accuracy in identifying fake news, while voting classifiers were 
unable to provide any appreciable gain. In the case of stacking classifiers for spe-
cified combinations, a significant improvement in performance has been ob-
served. Although the performance is higher, besides having higher efficiency, its 
computational efficiency might be to some extent degraded in nature. 
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